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2. Modification of the large-scale environment by cl;nulus clouds 
Consider a horizontal area a t  somc Ic.*.?I b e k c e n  cloud base and tl.2 
highest cloud top. This horizontal area, shown scheniotically in  Fig. 1 , which 
we designate as our unit horizontai area, must be largc enough to coniain an 
ensemble of cumulus clouds but small enough to cover only a fraction of a large- 
s c J e  disturbance. The existence of such an area is one of the basic assumptions 
of this paper. 
-/ 
Because we are no: concerned here with acoustic waves, i h e  mass 
continuity equation can be simplified to its quasi-Boussinesq form, 
where the density p is c function of height only, is the Ilorizontal velocity, 
v i s  the horizontal c'zl operator, 7,U is the yer5cal velocify and z is the 
- vertical coordinate. 
bY 
Let 6; iz,t) be the fractional area coseredr\the i th cloud, in  CJ 
A horizontal cross-section at level 2 and time . The vertical mass flux 
through 6. is  
L 
where I da 'is the area integral over the area 6; and Wi i s  the average 
6; 
vertical velocity of the i th cloud at this level. 
The inward mass flux per uni t  height, normal to the boundary of the i th 
clv~d, is given by a Mi/2z from the mass continu'ty equation (1) (See Fis. 2.) 
d 
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. REPROMJC16111TY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR. 
Here the boundary is not necessarily vertical. Then the mass added to the c!oud, 
which may l e  horizontally expanding or shrinking, is aM;/t3z -t p i 3 6 ; / J t  
per unit height and unit time. The entrainment and detrainment of mass are given by’ 
.entrainment of mas, which is originally caused by turbulent mixing a t  the cloud 
boundary, appears either as a vertical divergence of the mass flux wi th in  the cloud, 
or as a horizontal expansion of the cloud as it rises, or as a combination of both, 
depending on the dynamics of the cloud. 
The total vertical mass flux by all of the clouds in the ensemble is 
where C denotes the summation over all clouds which are p :netrating the level 
being considered. 
Let f G  be the net verfical mass flux for the large-scale horizontal .. 
unit area. It satisfies the cont ipi iy  equation 
a v- ( p x  ) 4- - - - ( P G )  = 0, aa: . -  
where ihe bar denotes the average over the unit horizontal area. In general, the 
total vertical mass flux in  the clouds, .Mc 
net vertical mass flux, pG The difference between Mc and pi? i s  equal 
i s  not the same as the largc-scale 
to the downward mass flux between the clouds, 
With sufficiently intense cumulus activity, t ” lc  can excecd fG and sub- 
sidence, r“i< 0, appears in fhe environment, as in Fig. 1. - .  
At a given height, some clouds may be detrc-.ining while other clouds are  
entraining (see Fig. 1). We define total entrainment E and total detrainment D , 
at each level, by 
E = E E ;  
. e x .  
and 
respectively. Here denotes the summation over all clouds I .bich are entraining e. c. 
at that level, and 1 denotes the summation over all clouds which are detraining 
.at that level. E and D , as well as M c  , are functions of From (3), 
d * c .  
(4), (5), (8) and (9), we obtain 
where 
is the t tal fracti 
, ’. 
nal area covered by al l  the clouds of the ensemble. 
, We define the static energy by 
s = CPT+$%, 
where Cp is the specific heat o f  air under constant pressure, T i s  the temper- 
ature and 3 i s  gravity. C P T  is the specific enthalpy of the air, and 3 Z  i s  
its geopotential per unit mass. The static ener:,y s is approximately conserved 
by the individual air parcel during dry adiabatic processes. Hydrostatic balance, 
% 
.which we assume for the environment, gives 
where p is the pressure P o  is a standard pressure, R i s  fhe gas constant 
and 8 zz C)?O/~)'~'T i s  the potential temperature. 
& 
From the budgets of static energy and water vapor in the environment 
we obtain 
. .  
where the bar denotes the horizontal average over the large-scale unit area the 
tilda denotes the value in  the environment (which is assumed to be horizontally 
homogeneous for all of the variables) and the suffix 0;  the value in the 
detraining air from the i i h  cloud. I is the latent heat pcr unit mass of water 
vapor. 
per unit height, and 
unit height. 
the right of (14) and (15) come from the horizontal area integrations of 
- 0. (p,us) 
and - a(Mg)bs represent the convergence of vertical fluxes in  the environment. 
Using (lo), (9), (7) and (6), Eqs. (14) and (15) may be rewriiten as 
E is the evaporation of the liquid water detrained from the clouds 
Q R  is ihe radiational heating of the environment per 
8 is the mixing ratio of water vapor. The first three terms o n  
- 
and - 9. ( p , ~  &) over the environment. -2  (fi ?)/as 
--w 
(1 7) 
To simplify Eqs. (16) and (1 7), we use the crnpirical fact that the total fractional 
areu covered by active clouds is small compared to unity. (See, for example, 
Malkus et a!. , 1961 .) This is consistent with the theoretical finding first obtained 
by Bjerkr. 
horizontal cross section for rising motion and the largest possible horizonfa1 cross 
section for sinking motion, if there is no friction nor cntruinnient. Asai and 
(1 938), that conditional instability favors the smallest possible 
Kasahara (1 967) found that cumulus convection most efficiently transporis heat 
upwards, and thercfore most efficiently releases kinetic eneicy, when the fractional 
horizontal area of the rising motion is of the orr(Cr of several per cent. It seems 
that 
crc <! I 
is a n  acceptable first approximation when w e  are concerned with only Ictive 
cumulus clouds. 
By definition, s and g averaged horizontally oser the large-scole 
. unit area are given by 
or using (11), 
ry ( s t -  3) and (8;- &) are the excess static energy and the excess mixing ratio 
of water vapor in the i th  cioud over the environrncntal values. Using the as..Jmption 
(18) and the empirical fact that the tcmpera:vre difference between the cloud 
and the environment i s  small, OP ~ W ( S ~ - : ) C C ’ ~ . ,  we obtain, from (21) 
However, the corresponding in-equality, ” rnaxl6;-%)<< , does not 
hold when the environment i s  nr>t near saturation. Therefore, we use instead 
* ~nax[g;-2pp where g? is the saturation mixing rutio of wafer vapor in  
the environment. Using fhis in (22), we obtain 
h r -  
where ' y i s  the relative humidity of the ewironment, $/E". When 
term in the bracket of 
that is, when the environment is not very dry, the second 
(24) can  be neglected. Then, 
P 
We further assume that 
Here the bar on the right hand sides denotes a running horizontal spacc average, 
on the scale of the unit area, and not just the average within the fixed a i m .  The 
approximations (26) through (28) are valid when the net lateral horizontal transports 
across the boundary of the fixed large-scale area by cumulus convection (the 
horizontal cumulus eddy transports) are negligible compared to the horizoniJ1 
tmnsports by the Iarge-scale motion. 
Using the approximations (18), (23), and (25) ihrough (28), Eqs. 
m d  (17) may be rewritten as  
as/a% 
(23)), which t; usually positive. 
environment when -[d=I\lc-p[z>o(ar cooling \'rhen M,-pZ < 0 ) due to  the 
is a measure of the static stability of the environment (see (13) and 
cv - Ma?/xrcprcscnfs adiabatic worming of the 
clr 
c v -  
vertical motion. For a-Mp < o (the normal condition) - ~ a $ / a ~  rcprescnts 
drying of the environment when fYt-f'G>O (or moistening when Mc- p Z-< 0 
due to the vertical motion. 
In addition to the detrainment and evaporation terms, cumulus clouds 
modify the enviropment through the :> Imulus-induced subsidence in the cnviron- 
ment. The latent heat released within the clouds docs not directly warm the 
environment , but it maintains the buoyancy of the clouds against the adiabatic 
cooling due to the upward motion and the cooling produced by the enlrainmcnt 
of drier and coldcrbir from the environment. Thus, the lafent heat released 
within the clouds mairl:cAins the vertical mass flux of the clouds anti thereby, the 
cumlrlus-induccd subsidence in  the 2nvironnient. The dt-yi1-g rind viamiir:cJ of the 
er?virmment, by the cumblus  indur-.d subsidcnce , are the indirwt cffccts of 
condensation and relea-2 of latent heat , but tileir vertical clisi-ribufions can be 
very different from the verticaI distribution of thc condensa, ,on wi th in  th? clouds. 
This important role of the cumulus induced subsidence in the environment was not 
1 explicitly made use of in  paranicteriting cumulus convection until Arakawa (1 Y63) . 
Eqs. (23) and (30) were derived from budgets for the environnient only. 
But they approximately govern the time changes of J and $ , which are awrcqcs 
over the total area. This mecm that the prediction qf th2  large-scale ave ragd  
field is practically the s c m c  as the prediction of the cloud environmcr.t, insofar 
as the thermodynamic variubles are concerned. This important simplif' ' I  
which was used also in the earlier paramctcrizations by krukuwa ( i  959) t;nd by 
Ooyama (1971), comes from the neglect of acculat;- e sforage of the static enzrgy 
. and water vapor in the ensemble of clouds. In fact, we can rederive the right 
. hand sides of (29) and (30) , as was done by Yanai (1 971 b , 1973) , from budgets 
for the total arca. These budgets give 
~~ ~~ 
A descriptioc of this parameterization vias given by Haltincr (1970, pp. 1 
where C; and Q,; are ihe rates of cordznsation of water vupor and rac!iutiongl 
heating in the i til cloud per unit height. Using the cpproxirnatIms (27), (28) and 
(26) with Eq. v,), (31) and (32) can be rcwrittcn as  
' The quantities inside ihc brackets are the eddy vertical transports by cuniulus 
convection. The eddy transport of s may be writlcn os 
Using (3, (Z), (19) and t i  I ) ,  the eddy tranzporf can be rewriiten as 
N 
The second term in the bracket is negligible compared to the first, when wi-;> I.V, 
- .v there G is the vertical velocity in the environment, and s;- s -# si - 5 
.Then we have 
Similarly, the eddy Transport of 2 may be rewritten a s  
When iherc is no accumulative storages of mass, da t i c  energy and water vapor in  
the cloud ensemble, 
+ L X ;  + = 0, 
-- zc; = 0, 
Using (35) through (39)r we can easily show that (33) aqd (34) c 2 identical to (29) 
a d  (30)r where the heat of condensation and the radiatiorm' heating in ihe  clouds 
do not explicitly oppeat. 
lf.the evaporation of the detrained liquid water takes place a t  nearly the 
same level where the water is detrained from the clouds, 
where 10; b the mixing ratio of liquid water in the air  detrained from the i th 
cloud. The above assumption is probably justifiable for the evaporation of  
detrained cloud droplets, but would not hold for ra?idly falling raindrops. With 
- ---the assumption (40) and Eq. (a, (29) and (30) can be rewritten as 
The detrainment terms wi l l  be further simplified in the next section. 
3. - .  Budget equations for a n  individual cloud and assumptions for the detrainment 
We first consider fhe budgets of mass, static energy, water vapor and 
Kquid water fGi an individuai cloud. In the entrainment layer of the i th cloud, 
the budget equations can be written as 
\ 
mass: 
liquid water: a 
where is the mixing rptio of liquid water in the form of cloud droplefs and R; 
the rate of conversion of the liquid water to precipitation per unit height. The 
- 
approximations (23) and (25) have.already been used. The budget equations in 
the detrainment layer are  - -  
. .  
mass: (47) 
Equati.oris (37), (38) and (39) are obtained by summation of (431, (44) and (45)  owx 
all entraining clouds and of (47), (48) and (49) over all detraining clouds and 
subsequently dropping the time derivative terms. 
We dc-iine the moist static energy by 
- -  hs  S-C- L& cFT+gx+LpJ 
where L& i s  the latent heat per unit mass of the air. is approximately 
conserved by the individual air  parcel during moist adiabatic processes. We also 
define the saturation moist static energy by 
s + L l ; * s  c , i - t g z - t 1 p ;  
* 
.where the * denotes the saturation value of the variable. aX/dz $0 defines 
the moist adiabatically stable, neutral nnd unstable lapse rates, respectively. 
We assume that air is saturated in the clouds. Then 
Here, we neglect the effect on g* of a pressure difference between the c!oud 1 
and the environment. Although the scale analysis : j' Ogura and Phillips (1962) did 
not justify s' :s approximation, the reccnt numerical integration by Wiihelrnson and 
Ogura (19i.2) indicates that the pressure difference was ovcresiimatcd by the scale 
'a na I ysis 
where 
For simplicity, we nep,ict in  this paper the difference between tzmperature and 
virtual temperahre, except for turbulent theirnal convection in the subcloud mixed 
layer. Then, the sign of the buoyancy is given by - 
buoyancy e 5 (> . according to hi $ h*. 
Efirninating c; from'(44) and (45) ani from (45) and (lib), we obtain 
< (57) 
- 
Eqs. (58) and (59) describe the budgets of t h e  moist static e gj' cnd water substance 
for the entrainment layer of the i th cloud. CoinSining (58) and (59) with (431, we 
mc y write 
> 
where is the fractionaI rate of entrainment , defined by 
4% = E;/M,. - .  . (62) 
The i th  cfoud may be in its growing sfage, with a rising cloud top. We 
then assume that there i s  entrainment into the cloud at all levels including the 
cloud top. Only after the cloud top has lost positive buoyancy and has stopped 
1 rising does detrainment take place in a thin layer at the cloud fop. From (57), 
the level, z= 2; at which the cloud top loses positive buoyuncy, is given'by A 
- 
A b ,  from (a) and (55), we have 
Eqs. (63), (64) and (65) show that all clouds which losc buoyancy a t  the same lcvel 
3 share common values, A*(z), Z(2j and F ( p > ,  for h- 3-and  zt at that 
Ievcl. We therefore assume that these clouds are of the Same type and have a 
common value e for 4; at that level. That is, 
- 
' J  
h 
2 i s  the liquid water mixing ratio a t  the level of vanishing buoyancy and is r o t  
necessarily equal to the liquid water mixing ratio of the air  which spreads into the 
environment, because a n  additional condensation (or evaporation) may take place 
nea. .fie cloud top due to the concentrated QRithcre. We let 4 be a function 
of 
4 
A , but 4 for different levels refer to different types of clouds. 
- . For the detrainment layer, it is convenient to elim.inate c;  from (48) 
and (50). Then w9 have 
r 
Simpson ct al .  (1 965) pointed'out that their model supports the r u l e  of thumb 1 
that the clouds cease vertical growth when their temperature soundings recross 
thc environment curve. 
We also have f h e  budget equation for wafer substance, 
- R i  . 
Because the thickness of the detrainment layer, A z,; , is assumed to be smal l ,  
the mass budget-equation for the detrainment layer, (47), may be approeiniatcd by 
Di 4 2 o i  = ( W e = & .  (69) 
h 
E/1; a t  p 2 ;  i s  the mass flux of the. cloud entering the detrainment layer from 
below. Similar simplifications of (65) and (66), and use of (67), (64), (65) and 
(66) give 
The radiati,n term i n  (68) i s  retained because the radiation flux at the cloud lop 
i s  almost discontinuous, whereas Q,; A i t p i  is finite even when A ? D i 
i s  infinitesimally small 
Summations of (70) and (71) over all clouds which are detraining in the . 
same ihin layer give 
where D is the total detrainment, D, Substituting (72) and (73) in to  d. C, 
(41) a d  (421, we obtain 
These are the basic equations we use to describe the t ime  changes of ihe  largc- 
scale tempemture and moisture fields. -However, t hex  equations crc valid only 
above the cloud base. The subcloud layer and i t s  interaction with the cloud 
, ,- 
u- 
layer will be discussed in-a later section. 
Equations similar to (74) and (75), for u three-levcl model of the  lurgc- 
s a f e  temperature and moisture fields, were dcrived’and used by Aral=a\& (1 5’69) 
Equations which are almost identicdl to (74) and (75), except for the radiation 
terms, were derived by Ooyama (1 971), Arakawa (1 971) and Yancli (1 971 b). 
Yanai et a le (1973) used these equations to determine thc bulk properties of 
tropical curnutus cloud clusters from the observed large-scale budgets of heat and 
moisture. In that stuGf‘1, however, the Iarge-scaIc tcndcncy tcrms were obtained 
from observations, while our problem is prognostic and ihe large-scalc tendency 
ferns ore exactly whut we want to find throJgh the Farametcrizaiion of cumulus 
convection. 
4. Spectral rejxescntation of c.umulus ensemble 
Eqs. (74) and (75) clearly show which propcriies of {he cumulus cnscmble 
must €E parameterized to predict the largescale tempcrature and mokture fields. 
The modification of ihe h - ~ c - s c a l c  fields by cumulus convection dept-rids on: 
(i) the total,mass flux in the clouds, Mc(2) j
(ii) the total detrainment from the clouds info ihe environment, DCr?.); 
(iii) the mixing ratio of liquid watcr at  the vdnishing buoyancy level, .?cS?.l. 
(In addition, cumulus clouds modify the large-scale tempcrature t!irough their effect 
( i  
on radiation.) The problem of parameterization of cumulus convecfion i s  now 
. reduced to relating these three properties of the cumulus ensemblc to the l a r p -  
scale temperature, moisture and velocity fields. 
The total detrainment, D (21, at different levels refer io different types 
of clouds. When the thicl&ss of the detrainment layer, A ~ O ; ,  is infinitesirnally 
small, the total detrainmcrf in the layer between 2 and ~4 9 2  ', D l 2 ) d ~  , 
is equal to the tofal mass flux, at level g , of the clouds which lose buoyancy 
' within that layer. It i s  now clear tlmt finding ihe total deirainment, D&), as a 
function of height, i s  equivalent to finding the distribution of the  mass flux in 
i h e  different types of clouds which lose buoyancy at the different levels. This 
suggests that we represent the cloud ensemble in spectral form, by dividing the 
ensemble into sub-ensembles, each of which has a characicristic cloud type. 
For simplicity, we assume that a single positive p a m e t e r  2 can fully 
characterize a cloud type. Then the detrainment level, ZD , which is the 
maximum height of the cloud top, becomes a function of X By choosing X 
proper!;., we let z&) decrease as increases, a$ shown schcmaticolly 
in Fig. 3. A more specific choice of A will be made later. Let AbcQ!) 
be h of the clouds which are detraining a t  level 2 A,(?) is the inverse 
function of Po%) which satisfies 
identically. &(fil) i s  also tlie maximum value of ai. level z because 
the clouds vhicli have larger A than AD have detrainment levels lower t han  Z 
The total mass flux in  tlie clouck, Mc, can be expressed as 
&dz) 
(77) 
M c ( g ) = l  hf2,h) d A  1 
where 
isthe sub-ensemble mass flux due to the clouds which have the parameter A i  in 
the interval (h,a+&). 
I .  
The total detrainment, 5 D ) d ~  ,in the layer between 2 and  2+d3: is 
equal to the sub-ensemble m a s  flux, a t  level X 8 due to the clouds which havc 
parameter A; in the interval h , C ~ ) - [ - d A ~ c i - ) / d ~ )  Z to APE) I 
as is shown in Fig. 3. Then we havc 
x 
N 
t 
I 
N 
W 
It is convenient to normalize h(23) by 
(80) 
(81 1 
ht I 2 , a  z? &(-', &,A) / 
hs(Al= >&.A) J+ 
where pB is a properly chosen base c_ of the updrafts associated wi ih  iIic clouds. 
Obviously we have 
? C z s J h ) z  '. 
We shall find it convenient c to choose the top of the subcfoud mixed Ioycr as i . i e  
base, gB , as shown in Fig. 4. Obscrvations, which vie will rcfer to i : I  i!ic ncxt 
section, show that the top of the mixcd layer is locuted somewhat LF.:IG*;I file cloud 
base, Zc , which is approximately ihc. lifting condcnsation level. The verticlrrl 
m a s  flux below the cloud base, tl-icn, should Lc interprcicd 0s thc mass Flux of 
the updrafts associaied with the clouds but not in the clouds. 
Next we consider the budgets of m x s ,  moist static energy and wo:cr 
substance for the sub-ensemble. The summafion of (43) over a l l  members of 
the sub-ensemble and sulseq-znt dropping of fhe t i m e  dcrivative t e n  give 
Here (78) and (80) have been used. Similarly, (58) and (59) give 
(83) 
Hcrc (78), (SO) and (83) have bzcn used. LcC?,X), Z p J a )  and l ( z ,A )  are , 

a d  , respectivcly, in  the clouds whicli arc members of ihc sub-cnscmblc. & 
rCZ,r) is defined by 
The radiationcl heating in  the entrainment luyer ic droppr-d f % J ~ .  si*:iplicity. 
Eqs. (84) and (85) can be rewritten as 
. wlierc 4 @,a is the fractional raie of entrainment for 1 h e  s u h n s e m S I c ,  givcn by / )  
Except for the cloud microphysicul and dynamicul proc?sses vrhich determine 
Y(?,A) and the subcloud layer processes which determine /Z(ze ,A) and ~(i;". , A )  , 
the problem of parameterizing curnulus mnvec-ion has now been reduced :U f i ,  ,aii.,> 
7 ~2,h.I 
2tB (A) 
the normalized tertical profile of thc sub-ensemble mass flux, u n J  
the mass flux distribution frunction ut  the top of the mixed layer. 
When ? ( ~ , h )  (and, therefore, , A L C Z , ~ )  ) is known, h,(z,h) can 
be rcadily obtained by integrating (84) or (87) with rcspcct to hcighj- under  given 
c- 
, h(Z1  and Af28 ,Q , and the detrainment level, L?,ca , and its inverse func+ion ,  
h,(z), can be f m n d  from the cond'tion of vanishing buoyancy 
we can find 
which is I!K liquid v*atcr mixing ratio a t  ihc vanishing buoyoncy Icvel. Then, 
Although our  1:nowlccip o i  !he dymnics of C ~ O U ~ S  i: far from sufficient, 
the de:crmination of the normaliLcd vertical proiilc of the sub-en;emble mms flu... , 
1 (z,,?~) 8 i s  logically more siraightforvrard thun the dcterminafion of tho R I ~ S S  
flux distrybufioa function, hig(A) . Vfe mcry ussums that t h c  membe., of u s u b  
ensemblc are a t  randor?! phases i n  their  life cycle and, ihcrcfore, ihe ~urnmc~t ion 
. of the mass flux over all members of the sub-cnscmble, QS in  (78), is pioporiional 
to the mass flux of a single cloud averaged over its cntire Iifctime. T h e  c o ~ x i ~ n i -  
of proportiormlity i the number of clouds. But fl,c consta,+ of proportionnlity 
does mi-  mati-er for 3 (2,X) I since ?[,?,A) is nornializcd, 
which govcrns the life cycle of a single cloud sllzuld be able to de:c:rminc the 
A dyrizmicIl model 
vertical profile of the timeaveraged mass flux of thcrt cloud, and, therefore, 
l z , ~ )  I for each cloud type characicrizcd by pramctcr A . However, 
we are assuming that a single scalar parcinefer 
the cloud type.. For this assumption to Lc a t  least approximi-ely valid, we 
is sufficient to charac:crize 
must -1ioose 3\ properly. 
The onedimensional model of the cumulus tower, developed by 
(Simpson et al. (1965) and Simpson and Wiggert (1969, 1971), has been exten- 
sively tested against obscrvatiow . This model specifies the fractiong! rafc of 
enfrainrnent by 
22d l-= 
\ 
where R is t h -  radius cf the rising cumdus tower and is the entrainmznt consfant 
(see also Simpson, 1971). R is either measirred or assuned at  the  cloud bsse 
and given to the model as a n  input. The ussun-iption that is constnnt with heiyli:, 
in the Lagrangian sense, leads to better agreement with observations than jhc 
alternative assurptions of horizonial ly expanding thermals or starting plumes 
(Simpson et al. 1965). 
In our model also, we assume that R is constant with height in  ihe 
Lagrangian Sense. We arc not assuming that the cloud is a column-like +ady 
iet, and it may consist of a seqvence of active cl-vents which huve a negligible 
horizontal expansion rate below the level of vanishing buoyancy. But we do 
( 9 4  
of the cloud is opproximJtely I. .XIS'-, ht. M'o now choose t h k  constant 
fractional rate of entrainment as the parameter h \v!iicl> charact-crizcs fhc cloud 
type. Although the dcpendence of the entrainment on  tl?.:. radius, cs givcn by 
(94), is not use:; in this paper explicitly, we may intcrpict the larger A as 
representing the smaller clouds and the sn:oller us rcprcsenting the larger 
.. clouds. 
The asumption of constant fractioml rate of entrainment greatly simplifies 
the determination of 3 [2,A) . This ussumption decouple; the cletcrm;nation of 
?(z,A) from the sc'ution of the entire system cf equotioos which govern the life 
.cycle of a cloud. An assumption about thc geometry, like the expanding spherical 
bubbles used by Ooyoma (1971), gives a similar simp1ifica;ion. 
RepIacing / Y C C E ~ & )  in (89) by A , vie obtain 
(951, (82) and the definition of i& fi) immediately give 
Thus the sub-ensemble vertical mass flux ir?crearrT exponentiul ly with hcic$t due 
to ihe entrainment. 
becomes zero. Fig. 5 schematically shows '7 12,X) for various A . 
Above the detrainment level , pD 01,. the muss flux 
To determine zpui>, we must find xC(z,JL) The solution of (84) 
is given by 
Here, (95) has been uscd. (54) gives 
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where 
and Q constan; 
r[Zz) is shown in Fig. 7. in t h e  figures the pressure coordinate i s  used. For 
is dcfined by (56). As an example, X, (z,~.) for given x(P), A*(; zi3 
‘ I  
A ,  (zs,h)=AM is shown by thz broken lines in Fig. 6 and 
hro, ~ ( ~ , ~ ) s  \ and the second term in the brackct of (97) vanishes. Then 
hctz, 0)  h for all 2 As incrcascs, h, { ~ , h )  is morc reapidly diluted 
by S;(P) From (Sa)), the dzirainment ldvel i s  given by fhe intersections of 
the broken lines with the curve h”C2) . The curve pD(a) , the pressure a t  
ihe detrainment level&iich is shown in Fig. 8. The figure shovs that smcrller 
clouds (larger h ) have lower detrainmenf levels than larger clouds (smaller h ), 
because smaller clouds, which have a lu rcp  cnfrainment rate, lose pasitive 
- 
ihus obicatheid, . 
A 
-. 
buoyancy more quickly than larger clouds. 
To find the mixing ratio of liquid water at the  vanishing buoyancy level ,  
f i  
4 ( F ) ~  which appears in (74, we infegrute (85) with respect to height, f rom a 
In addition, a paiameterization of the given initial’ condition 
rainfall rate, p[z+) , i s  necessary. A very crude, but perhaps adequate 
parameterization is being used in ihe avthors’ application of this theory (Schubcrt 
I 
and Arakawa, 1973); Arakawa and Chao, 1973). 
The remaining problems are to find fhe base level variables z B  ~ 
and, rnwt importantly, the mass flux distribution & ifiTg24f 8cm0,N 
funciion, ] J ~ ~ ( A ) ) .  Up i o  this point our ihcory is not substantially different from 
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. that of Ooyama (1971), as far as the basic logic is concerncd. He concluded that 
the problem of parameterization of cumulus convection rcdclces to finding v h t  
he  calls, "the dispatcher function'', the rnte of generation of buoyant bubbles c:s 
a function of the initial statc of the bubbles. However Ooyama left the dctcr- 
mimtion of this dispatcher fvnction an open qucsiion and, therefore, his 
parabeteriza:ic:. was not complete. 
5. Budgets of siatic energy and moisture for the mixcd layer 
D . .  
In this section we present a model of the subzloud mixed layer, which 
interacts wi th  th-e cumulus ensemble. Observations over the Carribbcun sea by 
Bunlcer et 01.  (1 943) and by Malkus (1 959) show thut befwecn the ocean surface 
and the cloud base level there typically exists a mixed layer i n  which ihz 
potential temperature, 8 and the mixing rctio of water vapor, and 
therefore s and /L arc approximately constant with height. The top of the 
mixed layer is somewhat (aLout 200 m) lower than the cloud base level. Except 
for the region right below the clouds, there typically exists a very th in  transition 
layer, immediately above the mixed layer, i n  which Q and, therefore, ,$ 
rapidly increase and 8 rapidl;. decreases with height. 
.We denote the height of the mixed layer by z8 (see Fig. 9). ZB 
i s  assumed to be lower than the cloud base, 2, , which is approximately t h e  
' level of lifting condensation. Therefore we consider only non-saturated mixcd 
layers. We model the t;ansirion layer as Q discontinuiiy i n  S. and 69 at ze . 
b . . 
a . . . . . 
. 
. . 
e . . . 
e 
e . . . . . . 
e 
b 
0 
. .  
. In fhis respect I our  approach is similar to ihose givcn by Ball (1 960), Lilly ( 1  96S), 
Deardorff (1 972), and Betts (1 972). We define 
A/r ZZ ( 2 ~ + )  - A M ,  
- .  
where 3(2&),.g(?B+) 
evaluated just above +he clisconiinuity a t  P g  and sM I 
and x(ZB+) are values of 5 I j I and X 
and kL)4 are {'ne 
' mixed layer values of s I and h I respectively. A& i s  givcn in  terms 
OF ~ ~ u n d  A by 8 
I 
In typical cumulus sii 
A&* is given by .~ _.- . . 
-&= AS + L"Z* 0 
rations LA& domiricrie over AS I making A A  negative. 
. -  
.. - 
.ivhere 8 i s  defined by (56). Typical vertical profiles of h, and h* near ihc 
mixed layer are schematically shown i n  Fig. (10). Because of i he  sign of 4k , 
. the cumulus cloud updraft prefers to originatc from ihe mixed layer. In this p p c r ,  
.__. we shall only treat that type of situation. 
_ .  
In the mixed layer 
- . .  . .  
. .. - - , .  
(102)' 
CON D E N SAT I ON 
M I X E D  
LAYER 
SURFACE 
LAYER 
I t 
where 5 and Fg are t h e  vertical iurlvlcnt cddy fluxes of s and 
Integration of (103) and (104) with rcspect to 2 from zcro i-o zB gives 
. 8 
(1 03) 
are the fluxes of s and E just beneath 2, (see Fig. 9) .  The turbulcni 
eddy fluxes jump to zero across zB since the turbulence is conf ind  below this 
level 
To derive equations for the time cl-mge of 2, v;t’ consider ihe heat 
. 
. and moisivre bud-ets in the infinitely t h i n  iransijion laycr shown i n  Fig. 9 .  
M 8 i s  given by 
-A h a y  
( 1  ‘10) M g  Ez . M, . -  (&) = /o &@(A) dX 2 
which i s  the total vertical mass flu.: toward ihc cloud base a i  !:vel Z& and 
i s  the subsidence between flie clouds at the top of the M6 - G~ 
mixcd layer. The mass flux info the mixcd laycr, the tiiickness of which may 
- 
bc’clianging with tirnc, i s  given by 
The downward fluxes of s arid o 
pE( ( D y o / p t  -. tuE 1 3 l.qD I 
through rhe fop of the trunsition layer, li” 
at z=Z8t , are 
Tlie downward fluxes of: s and 8- t!iroiJgh the h t i - o m  of ille trunsil iun Ia)pcr, 
at 28 , are 
. .  
I 
Here we have defined 
The continuity of heat and moisture fluxes acrcss zB yields 
. \  
This effect is of c r i t i ca l  importance whcn {he upper purl of ilic m i d  layer is 
saturated and has a layer of stratus cloud (see Lilly (lPGG)), but no! w:th our 
(1 13) 
(1 14) 
(115) 
unsaturated mixed layer . Colisistency of (1 16) and (1 17) rcquircs 
A relation beiwcen the fluxes of v:rtwl s at t l ie b t t o m  and top 
of the mixed layer can be derived from ihe turbulcnt enLr3y bafalice as givcn 
by Lil!y (1 968). We lei 
The flux of virtual I s  given in t e rm of i he  fluxes of 5 and 0 by 6" 
. ICSV F's i ~ b T 6 F 8  (1 20) 
where 7- is a reference ternFnrcture,  \vn!ch is assumed to Le consiant , and J 
i s  equal to 0.61, Lilly (1968) diccussed the cxtrr,n:! cases k = 3 and 
k 1 , which he called the micirnum and i, n! roinincnt C L - ~ .  
The minimum cntrainment case correspr-ds io total f;iciion di;r.iya:ion of tu ,  bulcn: 
kinei ic energy, while the maximum entrainment ccce cormponds to zero 
frictional dissipation cf turbulent kinetic energy. Dcardorff e t  a1 . (1 96P) 
. suggested k + 0.10, fror;, laboratory experiments on non-steady prnei.iaiivc 
convect:on in a + d e r  tank. Betts (1972) suggested k G 0.25. 
' (I 18) and (1 19) can be combined to give 
bas .  . 
* S V  
- ( F S V ) D ,  ( F s ) s  = .- . .  
whcrc 
Positive AS,, i s  reqclired for dry convective stability. (121) and (122) shoy; 
that with an upward surface flux of virtual s , thire is  a dowrward flux of s 
ard an upward flux of at 2~ This is shown schemafically in Fig. 8. 
Eqs. (105), (105), (116},~~121), and (122) combine 1-0 give 
In (124) through (127),  AS^ appears as a dcnominaicr. Wtren AS,, is 
small, the dfrect estimate of AS,, may be inaccurate and cause a difficulty. 
. Following Deardorff e t  al. (1 969) and Bctts (1 972), we car. derive the follovring 
aliernative oppr.oximate expression for AS,, , which may be used when 0 5  
is sm-all (see Appendix I ) :  
Eq. (126) reflects the fact that what really determines the muss inflow 
into the mixed laycr i s  the entrainment due to turbulent cddics, which depends 
on the turbulent cddy flux of virtual s at  the surfacc. Wijhout t he  ci.rf-rainrnc!it, 
the top of the mixcd layer is simply pushed down by the subsidence M 8 - p,GB 
Withwt cumulus clouds (Mg- 0) , the depth of !he mixed layer 
increases witir time, when p6\*/B+ k (~ 'Lt )o /~sv>  0 With  cumulus clou::.., 
however, i he cumulus induced subsidence between the clouds countcracts ihc 
deepening. When the cumulus ensemble is very active, the subsidence may 
even make the mixed layer shaIlo\wr. However, the mixed layer cannot bz 
made too shallow, bemuse the shallovter ilie mixed layer becomes, thc less is 
the fraction of air which enters the cloud from the mixed layer and ihc greatcr 
i s  the fraciion of air which enters the cloud from the environmc:nt above the 
mixed layer; and that environmental a i r  has not bccn reached by the iurbulcnt 
upward transport of rnoisfure. A shallow mixcd layer is tlxrcfore not favo:a?.Ic 
for maintaining an interlsely ac'ive cumulus cnsemble. In this sense, the vclriaLlc 
X B  i s  a part of the mechanism which controls the total mass f lux into {he  
- c(ouds from the mixed layer. Betfs (l?Z) obtuincd IvfB from (126) and (123), 
for a given ZB and ( FJv)o , assuming ZB=Zc We do rot assume 
, however, but we l e t  z6 vary in time, in order to Ict the zc 
thickness of the mixcd layer be one of ihe controls on the infensity of the 
cumulus convection. A more quantitative formulation of this mechunim will 
be given later in this paper. 
In this section, we have shown that z8, sP?, gM and , 
therefore, can be defermined prognosrically. However, whcthcr we can 
represeni s, ( z B , ~ i ,  zc(nR,h) and Ac C.?6,X] by the cllaracteristic valves 
JrM 
S M r B M  and ,-, in the rnixed layer, is a diflicul t que::ion. It clcpends 
- on whcthcr !-lis c u m u l u s  cIouds have their  roots i n  ihe ihel-modynxnical vcriablcs 
within the rrixed layer. It has been rcported il-lut the rmts are n ~ > t  o b s e r \ d  
for’trade wind c u i w l i  (Bunker ct al. 1949; see also RiehI, 1954)e The cvaprct-ian 
from falIing precipitation would give S (Z6,A) lower than SM and 
8 (2, ,A) higlicr ihan sf4 , but would Icave unmdificd. { ( Z )  
depends on g [ Z B , A )  
Apparently, somn.; pcrtul-lafions of the mixcd layer are necessary for trigscring 
A 
but even more o n  how we parameterize ~ [ z , h )  . 
the owzf of a cloud within a n  o:licr,visc unifo:m cnvirorirncnt. Cuk even t l x r e ,  
thc pertuibation could be on xB , rather ihan on sM or f M  (scc Mulkus, 
). We postu:atc Ihat the primary role of thc mixed l a p -  i s  io supply i:s 
- 1  moisfurc and sfztic encrgy to thc cumulus Cloudsf rather than  t r i g ; x i q  trie omct 
of ihc clouds, a n d  we Icf 
However, the existence of more or less organized updrafts a t  level I 
toward the cloud base, is requircd for the mixed layer io supply ifs moisture 
. to the clouds. 
6 .  The cloud woIk fun c t' ion 
Our f ina l  problem is to find the mass flux distribuiion function, 
]~i'B(A).\4%a! we E,ave done up to tllis poin t  is rclativcly sirnighiiox;ard. Of 
course, 3wr models of cumulus clou:::, cloud cnvironmcnt, subcloud mixed 
layer, and of their infcractions are highly idealized. But  cveii so, ilic real 
conceptual difficulty in  parameterizing cumulus convection starts from this 
point. We must answer the question: Ix>\.c do the large-scalc procerses 
control ilic spectral distribtl:ion of clouds, in  terms of tlie mass flux disfTibw:ion 
function, ))le(a) 
of the parameterizai ion problem. 
, assuming !hat they do s 3  af all? This is the csscncc 
' 
In fhc special ccse when the moss flux distribuiion function has a 
sharp maximum around a certain 2 , the cnfrainment rclation;!>ip (94) wili 
give the predominant sizc of the clouds. In this particular case, therefore, 
finding hen) will also solve the problem of ih2 cumulus sizc, Ho\a;ever, 
as Simpson s!oted (1 971), "Al:hough cumulus size appears to be at icast roughly 
proportiorial to the horizontal convergence in i h e  synoptic regime, what 
really deicrmines the scale of convection remains one of the crii-ical un;olved 
problems in meieorology". 
Thc sofution of hBa) may be even niorc difficult, bcccuse we 
must determine the spectral distribution, and not only the predominant size. 
Howcver, in a paramctcriration theory, i t  is necessary to find only thc most 
probable stoiistical properties of the curnulus ensemble, undcr given 
Xmge- 
and time. Also, \v1iu! we must obtoin is the m a s  flux disfribution, and not 
neccssarily the populili-ion distribution in -space. lixxx tvco are generally .. 
not equivalent. . . -  
One might take thc view tli:!:- fhc mess flux distribution function is 
determined entirely by subcloud layer proccscs. Such a pDint oT view i s  
supported by onc-dimensional cumulus cloud models, in \fiif~ich the horizonfa\ 
velocity components and induced pressure gmdicnts are neglected. 'iVii0 the 
exccpi-ion of prccipitaf ion effects, such on.;-c!imznrionc!I cloud models c!o 
nof allow dynarnical intcractioa bctwccn thc ripi)er and lower paris of ihc 
cloud. An initia1 cloud L-sc condition de?-mnincs the so1u:ion on!y clong 
a charactcristic line in the 2- t plarlc. \VhiIe such CI model c u n  predict the 
heig!ii and some ofher properties of the cloud top rcason;rIly we!I, thc pl-c-cliciion 
of the  properties of the cloud air which iolIows the cloud toi) is doub:-ful, un!css 
proper cloud base conditions are given as a continvous lime sequcncc of 'initial' 
conditions. Such ' initial conditions and, thcrcforc, the f i m e  intcga:cd mass 
flux at cloud base can be specificd indcpcndcntly from {he dynamics of ihe 
I 
cloud, because there is no way for the dpamica l  processes above clolrcl 1mc 
to control them, as long as a n  updraft i s  pro2uccd ncar the cloud b a s .  Tlicre:orc 
only local subcloud layer processes rcmuin c ;  u possible mechanism ior d:.tcrmining 
. the cloud bgse codiiions. 
-The sii-uation is different in models \vhich have morc than onc clirncnsion. 
An impulse is still nccclcd, if the ini t inl  condition is oilionvise vnform l~rizon~all; . ,  
but only Tor the first clouii io get starfed. After tlic inii-ial timc, the cloud bz:c 
conditrons for the first cloud and for a l l  subscqucnt clouds cannot be spccificc! 
but are determined as a part of ihe solution of the entire systcm of cquatio:is, 
whkk incl:&s the dynamics of both the c l o d  and subcloud layers. Sm311 
turbulent perfui-lations in the mix. d layer below the clear environmenf are n9t  
likely to trisgcr new clouds, if ihe top of i-he mixed layer is sufficiently far 
below the condcnsntion level  b Tlius, the formation of ncw clouds bctwccn 
existing clouds usually requires stronger impulses, possibly stirnuluted by ihc 
dovmdi-afts associated wi th  neighboring clcuds. Oflien.:isr-, a w w  cloud (or 
a new active pari of a cloud) is Iil:ely io form in the wake of a preceding 
cloud (or a preceding active parf of a clovd), because the solenoidal field 
associai-cd with ihe picceding cloud (or the preceding active part of f hc cI3~1ci) 
produces a circulation in a vertical plane. 
If was pointed out in section 4 ihat the sub-ensemble mass flux is ihc 
population times the mcss flux of a single cloud, avcragcd in tirnc over i t s  
entire life. At level F~ , we have 
I .  
Here )?(h)c& i s  the population of the sub-cnsemble. TO&) is the lifetime 
and m , ( ~ )  
integrated over its entire life time$. Because all clouds which exist. at f l m s  t 
i s  h e  vertical mass flux, at level zB , of 1 a sinqlc cloud 
(1 32) 
musf have formed during the tirnc interval ( .t -TO,), f), 2 (A) d ~ / r b )  
is the rate of cloud formation. This correspcds to the ”dispatcher func t ion”  
of 0oyan:a (1971). w,(,?) is ihc toial mass which passes level zs through 
the entire life of a singie cloud. If we represent cach cloud by a spherical 
bubble, as Ooyania (1971) did, the toial maqs becomes tlic niuss of the luLSle, 
which Jcpends on its radius only. 6ecause the radius is related 1-0 thz f raci-bra1 
rate of entrainment through an cn:rcinrncn{- relation similar io (94), ihc 
f o b \  mass me@) becomes a prescribed function of A , wliicli remains ihe 
Same regardless of the large-scale coditions.  Then !he mass flux distribution 
function OC) for differen: large-scale corditiors is con:rollc?d only 
through different "dispatcher functions". This agrees wiih Ooyoma ' s  conclusion. 
, 
Howcver, if *:IC do not assume sphericity, or any o:-hcr prcscrTbcJ 
geometry which relates tiic veriicul dirncnsion to the horizontal sizc, tlic 
functional io;m for ma ( A )  is unlmown. wB (>L) is a gross rnccwrc 
of the activity of a single cloud of typc h , and it is highly probable ihat 
large-scale conditions cmtrol the mass flux distribution function by giving 
different functional forms to mB a) e 
The numerical simulation of a cloud by Ogura and Takahashi (7971), 
with a ' o w  and half' diniensional model, clearly shows !-hat the timc-intcgratcd 
mas flux near {-he c l o d  hose is highly sensitive to the rcatc of conversisn of 
cloud droplcts to rain drops (sce Fig. 7 of their paper). When the conversion 
1 rate is sufficiently small, the cloud ottains a sieady statc (i .e. ws (A) 
is infinitely large), while the cloud undcrgocs a life cycle ( wd 0,) i s  
~ 
The t i m e  change of the cnvironmenf i s  ncglcctcd i n  this model, 1 
finite) with larger conversion rates. According to thcir iiiierpretation, ihis 
diffcrence i s  due to the different drag force by rain drops i n  the middle porfion 
of the cloud where the buoyancy force i s  acting. This does not- directly show 
that rn@C;L) i s  semitivc to the large-scale conditions, bur. it does indicatz 
that mg o*) i s  sensitive 10 work done by forces i n  ihe  middle por;ion of the 
cloud. 
Rcccntly, rapid progress towards the realistic simulation of curnulus 
clouds has bccn mcrdc with two-dimensional models, notably Ly Arnason et ul .  
(1968, 1969), Murray ct a l ,  (i970, 1971), Orville et al.  (1968, '1970), 
Takeda (1971) and \ 'd i lhelnisn and Ogtrra (1973,). But so fcr the studies Ixwc 
bccn limited to the formation and the decay of a single cloud. There !:as k c n  
rn long-term numerical simulation of a cumulus  cloud cnscmblc amlogws to the 
numerical simulation of the general circulaticn of the ai-mosphcre. 
In this paperr we do nat attempt to determine ,??(A>, 2-0) a n d  W g  GI) 
- . separately, a!though that should be an cventual goa! of statistical cumulus 
dynamics. But the preceding arguments suggest that VIC look into i h n  gcncrotisii 
of I-he kinetic energy of cumulus clouds. 
The t i m e  chansc of thc kinetic energy of each sub-enjenlble can be 
written as 
(133) 
where /< tAjdA and & ( A )  d A  
dissipation rate due to all the clouds with fractional entrainrncnt rates bciween 
are respectively t fw 1:incfic energy and the 
A 
of kinetic energy by buoyancy forces. The work done by downward drag dye 
and A+ d;l . The first ferm on the right of (133) is the  rate of generation 
. fo raindrops is included in the dissipation. It is important to note that ('133) 
holds for three-dimensional clouds, as far as the clouds are drivcn mainly by 
. buoyancy force. Mechanical interactionswith the verticoi s h e w  of the horizontal 
velocity of the environment and with other types of clouds are neglccfcd. 
A (A) i s  the kinetic energy generation per unit rlB(,,> d,?,. or thc 
efficiency of kineiic cricrgy generation Tor cloud type >L . It- is given by 
20 
.We  call A h )  the "cloud work function" for type Eqs. (?7), (92) and 
(131) give 
- *  zi35 2 5 ZtCh).' (135) 
I 
Thc condensation level is given by the consistency of (!*35) and (1 36) a t  
2 z.zcfi) An approximate expression f o i  Z c a )  i s  given in AppcnJix I I .  
From (134, (1351 and (136), we can sec fhat AcA) i s  a static propcrfy of the 
. environment, including ihe subcloud mixed layer. 
In {he special case of zc 0 )  = 2; substitulion of (135) 
'into (1.34) gives 
and 
We have ihe identity 
Using (-i39) ur?d (95) in (137); we obtain 
. i s  positive when thz lapse rate is steeper than thc rnoisi adiabatic lapse rate. 
When {here is no buoyancy at  cloud b a ~  and the envirmmcnt is saturated 
( A  j?) , (142) is simply a measure of the conditional instability. - - 
. When the cnvironmeni is not saturated, the contribution to 40,) by /t - 11" 
- -  
(i.e. IQ-z*J) is always negativc and opposes the positive contribution 
by the conditionul instability. To have a positive A (A) which is necessary 
for kinetic energy generation, the environmcnt must be not only condiiionally 
unstable, but also moist enough to give a sufficiently small \xa x'
This effect Lccorncs increasingly imporlant as increases. Uncntraining 
clouds, for which A= o , are of course riot influenced by {lie cnvironmcntciI 
I,umidity above the cloud busc. 
ACA), 0 can therefore bc considered as a gcneralizccl criterion 
for moist convective instability. Because of thc entrainment, the cr i tc r icn  
depends on cloud type. A(A) C_ 0 for all gives a stable cnvironmeni, 
7. The quasi-equil ibrium assumption 
The purpose of cumulus porameterizaiion is to rcluic the statislical 
properties of a cumulus  cloud ensemblc io the large-scalc variables, and 
thereby i-o obtain a closed sysfcm of prognosiic equations for i!ic Icrrge-scale 
variables. However, i-here is n3 apriori rcxon to bel ieve that ih:s i s  always 
possible 
Suppose that initicllly there arc no c u m u l i s  clouds but i hc  vertical 
distributions of temperature and moisture are such thai the cloud work f u r c t i o n  
. A ( A )  is positive for a certain range of A . Cirrnulus clouds will then 
form and dcvefop, and, sooner or later, will  enter a non-linear regime. 
In this regime the environment will be rnodlfied by the cumulus clouds. 
Typic~l ly ,  tt,c modificution will be such that mDisiure is rcniovcd from ihe 
environment, espccially from its lower pa r t ,  and warmirg occurs i n  Ihc 
environment, especially i n  its upper part. The cloud work funcfion v:ill ihcn 
decrease in time a n d  eventucllly upproach zero for the cntirc range of A. 
-. . 
(i.e. a neutral staie is reached), We ~ i l I  the lime needed for this  
. .  
adju:,ment io a neutral state ''the adjustment t i m e  scale", TADJ After 
this adjuciment i s  over, there will be n 3  geneintion of kinctic cncrgy, and 
the clouds will dissipafe. We call the iirne ncedcd for dissipution 'lihe 
dissipative t i m e  scales", TDrs (A) 
However, if there is c: counteracting dcstubilizuiion (a gcneration of  
the cloud work function) by large-scalc proccsscs, which we call "i he lurge- 
scale forcing", the cumulus activity will be maintained. 
forcing is constant in time, i t  is probable that the cumulus ensemble wi l l  
approach an cquilibrivrn. Thc  t i m e  necd'zd to reach t-he cquililr;um should 
If the largc-scalc 
. be about ihc s i n e  as the adjusfmenf t ime,  at leust whcn the largc-scale forcing 
is weal:. 
Whcn the large-scale forcing is changing in  time, ille cumulus ensemble 
will not reach a n  equilibrium. But when ihc t i m c  change <jf ibc forcing ;s 
sufficiently slmt, we can expect ihe cumulus enscmble to approach a sequence 
of quosi-equilibria. In such a sequence of quasi-equilibria, the large-scale 
S(o&Tr f h n n  ihe  o d J u s S ~ n e ~ ~ i .  &7ne, 
I\ 
forcing and the cumulus ensemble vary in t i m e  in  a coupled way, and, ihcrcfore, 
the time scale of  the :tatistical properties of the cnsemble is equal to the t i m e  
scale of the large scale fields, TLs . We cu l l  this relationship "the quasi- 
equilibrium assumpfion". It i s  also a n  assumption on paramclerizability, 
because, unless a cumulus ensemble is in quosi-equilibrium with t h c  larycrcalc  
processes, ihcrc i s  no hope ihu t  we cair uniqucly tclu:e ihe siajistical properties 
of the ensemble iL) the large-sculc vcrriobles. 
The quasi-cquililrium assumplion applied io tlic r.;:-cfraI disfrib. f i o n  
of the kinctic cncrgy ullows us to write 
From the defini t ion of i l~c  dissipaiive tiinc scule, we have  
(14 )  
genera t ion  ond !he dissipai-ion. \$'her, cun-iulus clouds of iypc >L mist  
(1 43) 
- -  The right hund s ide of (143) i s  the dissipution 1;er unit f i ~ ~ ( 7 ~ )  &I 
.or the cfiicicncy of dissipaion for cloud type . VJe ca l l  fhis the ''Cloud 
dissipation func;  ion". fiecclust: the cloud dissipation funct ion rnust be 
- positivc, ffic cloud work funct ion must alm be posiiive, for any cloud fypz 
which cxisis ( ho(,?l > 0 ). 
8. Generation and  dmtruction of the cloud work function 
In this section, we consider fhc fime dcri\~ajivc of ihc cloid v a r k  
functilm. Because the c loud  work function depends only on the vcrt ical 
distributions of the siaiic cnergy and the waicr vapor mixing ratio of {he 
environment , including ihe subcloud mixed la; cr, ihc prognostic equations 
1741, (75), (124), (125) an i  (126)) which respectively gcvcrn the  t!me 
derivativcs of z(z) , 
thc time dcrivcltive c.f the cloud work fvnction. Those prognostic equations 
involve terms of two typc;: 
( z )  , s,,, , glq and ~8 , are suificic,-.$ IS ,,ive 
Itcloud t-crnis" v;l?!ch depend on thc rnss flux 
or ihraugh iha total ticirainninnt, D[z> ; and I'Iar~e-scciIc icrms" SI ch us 
large-scale advection, surface eddy F,uxes urd radiciiow I he~ t ing  ;erms, 
- 
which do not depend 01-1 ihe mass flux distribL+ion 1' :ction. Then  ihc! time 
derivative of ihe cloud work function curt a h  bc exp:cs:cd as a summat;c,n 
of cloud icrms and large-scule terms. We may wri te  
wherc the suffice; c denote tlic cloud terms. [;(A> I which vm cal l  1 1 1 ~ i 2 ~ -  
scaIc forcing" , represents Iargc-scaIc terms. Positive F(A) means genc, ai-isn 
of the cloud work functioii (dcsiaLilization) For iypc by the largc-scalc 
(1 44) 
proccscs. 
(1 46)  
(147) 
(14s) 
(149) 
and 
(1 52) 
vrhere 
/ i n  (Ifis), t!~c symbol %D has been C S C ~  for Zo(A') . /<u (A ,?of 
K O  p,N and k l v : ~ ~  originate rcspzctively from I< CQ) in  (74) ail3 
fhz (75), DE) in (74) and (75), and fYT3 in (126). \Ye call /<v(A,A'> 
vcrtical mass flux kern%l", KD(A,X) the "detrainment kcrncl", und u 
Kp, (A) the "mixed layer kernel". 
The most &mirant term in  (153) i s  the firs: tcrrn in  the bracket. This 
term reprcscnfs destruction of the cloud w rk function for type ciouds t h r o q h  
adiabatic warming of the environment due to the subsidence induced Ly type 
A' clouds. 
the integral can be replaced by ~o(x-') , if zD()()> 2 p ( ~ )  
Tl-.cn UT can see !hat (hA') is symmetric vt,th rcspcc: to ,I and A' , 
Because 7 [l?,A) vanishes above j ~ l h . )  ,the uppcr l i m i t  of 
i f  o the r  terms which iol lo\~ ihe  first ferm art. nq lcc i ed .  This symmcfry of 
means tha t  the amount  of desi-ruci ion of c(v 0, ,A'] ( 1 ~ ~  by iype  A' 
clouds per unit ?fl,(A'> dh' , (throu& the mechanism cksc r i lxd  uImvc) is cqml 
to f h e  destruct ion of Ad) by type ,I clouds per uni t  B),(A) d4 . This 
situation is illustrated in Fig. 11 . 
The clefrainmcnt kernel  is a lways  p x i t i v c  for '>A . This . :ins 
that shaliov;er clouds gene ra t e  ihc  cloud work funci-ion of ckcper cloiicis tIm:Igh 
cool ing of the cn\Jironincnt d u e  to t h e  evapoi-ution of dz t r c inzd  liquid v:atcr cnd 
moistening of the environment  due to ihe c'efrainninnt of more m3ist uir  from 
clouds. This s i tua t ion  is illvstla:-cd in  Fig* 12. 
The role of varying 2c3 as a corirol or! !he intcnsi iy  of the cv,nuIct 
convccfion was di:cu:sccl in seci-ion 5. This role is rcpresc:i!cd by ik lcst teirii 
in (1551, which I-:cs a ncgcltive contribuj-ion to the mixed layer  kcrncl b- Dcavsc 
4 is negat ive.  
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Appcndix ! I I  
Derivation of the Kernels and the Largc Scale Forcing 
Using the definition of b.6) given by (134) we con write 
J 
'8 
whcre J I @ ) G ! ( ~ )  
of Tb(2)  does not appear since 2D6'.) i s  a vanistiin3 Luzyancy level 
for cloud type A . Using (129), (135), and (136It (111.1) can Le \:.;itten 
is defined by (146). k term ilivolving i l x  t ime  cl:clnse 
whcrc f&),l?(z) 
derivatives in the integrands of (\ll.2), we can write 
i s  also defined by (146). Aftcr cvaluation of the timc 
first dovSle irricgral in (111.3) is over the  hatched triansular regia1 of 
figure white the second double in:cg:al i s  over the stiplccl area of i l ~ c  
J 
?R 
Substitution of (Il l .4) and (111.5) inh, (111.3) yields 
Substituiion of (74), (75), und (126) info (111.6) gives 
(111.7) 
Using (77) and (79), and changing the detrainment term from an  infcyral over ;Z 
to an integral over h , we obtain I 
The vertical niaSS flux 1:erneI and the mixed lnyer kei-tlel appear in tc:i:a of 
(111.6) 
(III.9) 
I 
2 " Z  
